GASKET 522

Gaskets
for door assemblies
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Gaskets for door assemblies …

...are an important component for the
performance of high-end doors.

Gaskets are used to seal one area from
another in regards to temperature, moisture,
sound, smell, smoke or fire and support the
door assembly´s functionality. The proper
separation of different spaces becomes very
important in today´s modern buildings. In
addition, gaskets absorb the impact when
closing a door. These features are not only
important for exterior door applications,
but also expected for high-end interior
doors.
The SIMONSWERK GASKET 522 is manufactured of high quality thermoplastic
elastomer. The characteristics of gaskets manufactured with this material offer
a broad range of applications to fulfill the above requirements.
The SIMONSWERK GASKET 522 enables smooth closing pressure, has excellent
low-temperature flexibility and the design helps to compensate for door warpage
to maintain proper sealing. The gasket is designed for flush doors and supports the
functionality of soundproof and smoke resistant door assemblies.
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GASKET

EXTERIOR FLUSH DOOR, INTERIOR FLUSH DOOR

GASKET 522
designed for flush exterior and interior door assemblies
Gasket

flush doors

Product Features
Large contact range to compensate for door warpage
Low memory loss to maintain functionality
Excellent physical and thermal properties
Exceptional resilience
Smooth and consistent closing pressure
Temperature range from -104°F to +356°F
Highly resistant to aging, weather, UV light and ozone

Beige

Rustic brown

Black

White

Technical Data
Material
Width
Depth

Colors
Beige 		
similar to RAL 1004
Rustic brown 		
similar to RAL 8014
Black 		
similar to RAL 9004
White 		
similar to RAL 9016
Other colors are available upon request with minimum order quantity.
Application Range
Smoke Resistance, Soundproof
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Thermoplastic elastomer (TPE)
12 mm (0.472”)
13 mm (0.512”)
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